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Agenda

• The purpose of mass changing a 
deduction

• Changing the Deduction Master to the new 
amount or percent

• Mass changing all employees that have a 
particular deduction
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The purpose of mass changing deductions on employee records, is to change the employee and/or employer
amount(s)/percent(s).  A good example of this is when the board matching retirement percent increases to a
higher rate. 

The first step is to change the Deduction Master Maintenance to reflect the new amount/percent. In the 
example below we are changing the board side percentage for retirement from 11.3% to 14%.     

1. Click on Change on the toolbar

2. Enter the Deduction Number and then
tab off of that field.

3.     Determine which amount/percent you 
are changing.

4.  Change the 11.3 to 14 and press Save(F5) on the toolbar.



click on Save, you will receive the following message. If you answer Yes, the system will
ally take you to another transaction (PR/CSDA), which is where you actually change all of the eligible
records.  If you answer NO, you will have to manually go to the Mass Change Deduction (PR/CSDA)
n, under the Employee Maintenance menu, and run it for deduction 21.

n you need to change the percentage in the Deduction Master first, is so that when you add
oyees, the new amount will automatically populate their employee maintenance screen.  If you
ge it the Deduction Master first and you tried to enter a new employee, the old amount (11.4%) would 

ally populate on their employee maintenance screen



u answer Yes on the previous screen,
m will automatically take you to this transaction,
ployee Maintenance and then Mass Change

n.

1. Select the deduction number that you want to change.

2. Select whether you are changing the employee or 
employer amount/percent. Once you enter the
deduction number, the system will know whether
that deduction is an amount or a percentage deduction.

3. The system will pull in the new amount/percent that
was entered in the Deduction Master. If you want to
change everyone that has this deduction, keep the
box where it says “Ignore Old Percent and Write New
Percents to All Records” checked.  Again this will
change all employees that have deduction 21.

4. You can also update the “Total Deducted” and “Limit
on Deduction”.  Keep in mind that this will change
everyone’s total deducted and/or limit for this 
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heck the box “Ignore Old Percent and Write New Percent to All Records”, you will have to select the old amount
This option is useful when you have a deduction, where employees could have different amounts and you only want to
ose with a particular amount. A good example of this is where you have a health insurance coverage plan and maybe 

verage is changing from $70.00 to $90.00.  If you only wanted to change the employees that have $70.00 to $90.00, 
use the transaction this way.

Code and the Division
 used to indicate what type of

rage employees have.  The only restriction is that Benefit Code can only be 2 digits.  Most sites do not use this 

our Georgia sites import their Health Information from the state, NextGen will import these codes.



ou select the method in which you want to update, click on the Enter(F1) button on the toolbar.  The system will find
who has that deduction and bring them into a list view in order to update.  The list view will show the employee number,

current amount/percent and the new amount/percent.

 chose to not update someone by de-selecting the box next to their employee number.

ou are ready to update your employees, simply click on the Save (F5) button.

You can only run this transaction for one deduction at a time and also for only the employee or employer side, one at a
you need to change both the employee and employer side amount, you will have to run this transaction twice.

ou can only run this for Active employees.  If you re-activate a terminated employee, you need to run this
ction to change their amount, or change it manually in employee maintenance.


